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Despite the recognized importance of software
architecture, it is common that the implementation diverges from
the intended architecture over time. This phenomenon is referred
to as architectural drift. In the past decades, mainly technical
solutions and tools have been developed to detect and address
architectural inconsistencies and drift. There is still a lack of
evidence from the perspective of developers and a lack of best
practices to manage drift. This mixed-methods study relies on
interviews with 11 developers and a survey answered by 63
developers from different companies and domains. We analyzed
the data by dividing developers into senior and junior to see
the different perspectives based on work experience. We found
that juniors tend to rely more on documentation, while seniors
have a more experience-related approach. We identified practices
that developers use to mitigate drift, including defining clear
responsibilities, setting best practices, and maintaining reliable
documentation. Finally, we designed and evaluated guidelines to
help developers to face architectural drift.

Index Terms—Architectural drift, survey, interviews

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of software architecture in software engi-
neering is widely recognized [1]. The most essential charac-
teristics and design limitations of software systems are often
captured in software architectures [2]. Ensuring that the envi-
sioned architecture is consistently implemented is challenging,
despite thorough documentation [3]. As software systems are
developed and maintained, and new requirements emerge,
architectural drift is commonly introduced. Architectural drift
occurs when a software system evolves and gradually moves
from an intended architecture to a different unintended ar-
chitecture [4]. While architectural erosion is caused by direct
violations of the architecture, drift occurs due to modifications
that are not violations, but still introduce inconsistencies with
the architecture [4], [5]. Based on the literature, we have
provided a visual summary of architectural drift in Fig. 1.
It can be seen that an initially implemented architecture is
consistent with the intended architecture. Then, due to various
causes, inconsistencies with the initially intended architecture
are introduced while creating a new implemented drifted
architecture. In this process, drift is caused which has several
possible consequences.

While there exist few studies focusing explicitly on archi-
tectural drift, architectural degeneration and deviation have
received considerable attention [6], [5] with proposals of
various tools to maintain consistency between architecture
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Fig. 1. Visual summary of architectural drift [4]

and implementation [7], [8], [9]. Focusing on architectural
consistency, there have been multiple studies conducted with
a focus on the perspective of the software architect [3], [10].
Recently, there has been an increased interest in investigating
architectural deviations from the developers’ perspective [11].
As the people who carry out in-situ decisions when implement-
ing and changing code, developers have a significant impact on
architectural drift [12]. Often being part of empowered agile
teams, developers play a central role in the development of
software systems, and is important to investigate architectural
drift from their perspective. They are also often a part of devel-
opment teams and interact with architects and other roles [13].
In this paper, we aim to further understand the developers’
perspective on architectural drift, considering both technical
and non-technical factors. Non-technical factors have con-
siderable importance in the manifestation of deviations [11].
However, technical research on architectural degradation is
the dominant part of published articles [6]. Considering that
drift is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon from the
developers’ point of view, additional empirical research can
contribute to a better understanding of its characteristics.

To investigate how developers reason about and handle
architectural drift, we conducted a mixed-methods study with
11 semi-structured interviewees [14]. Based on the findings
from the interviews, we created a survey and received 63
responses [15]. This work expands on the developers’ per-
spective and further identifies both technical and non-technical
areas. To understand how developers with different levels of



experience can be better supported, we distinguish between
senior and junior developers in our analysis of architectural
drift. We address the following research questions:

• RQ1: What are senior and junior developers’ chal-
lenges regarding architectural drift?

• RQ2: What practices do senior and junior developers
currently use to mitigate architectural drift?

• RQ3: What practices do senior and junior developers
regard as beneficial to mitigate architectural drift?

The study reveals that developers often rely on established
ways of working to detect, address, and prevent architectural
drift and see an advantage in processes and conventions. We
found that junior developers tend to rely more on documenta-
tion, while seniors have a more experience-related approach.
Besides defining clear responsibilities, setting best practices,
and maintaining reliable documentation, it was stressed that it
would be beneficial to document the reasons behind decisions.
At the same time, currently, the documentation of rationales
is often lacking in our participants’ companies.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The term architectural drift is often used to refer to the
phenomenon of when the implemented architecture deviates
from the intended architecture, in a way that is caused by
insensitivity to the architecture [4]. The intended architecture
refers to the planned, prescriptive, or as-designed architecture.
Usually, it is conceived by software architects and docu-
mented, for example, using UML diagrams. On the other hand,
the implemented architecture represents the as-implemented,
as-built, descriptive, or as-realized architecture [16]. Com-
monly, developers make ad-hoc decisions when implementing
a software system, and their decisions impact how different
components are connected and what architectural decisions
can be found in the implemented system. Several terms have
been used to describe architectural deviation in the literature,
e.g., drift, erosion, degeneration, mismatch, degradation, de-
sign decay, and inconsistency [17], [12], [2], [3], [6], [18].
Wolf and Perry [4] provided two interconnected definitions:
drift, stemming from neglect or insensitivity to the architec-
ture, and erosion, resulting from violations of the architecture.

Architectural drift can hinder the evolution of systems.
Even if recognized, addressing this drift can entail a costly
resolution process [3]. Quality degradation, maintainability
issues, increased cost, and undocumented changes are some
consequences of drift mentioned in literature [3], [19]. Due to
the negative impacts of architectural drift, several methods and
tools have been designed. Connected to both erosion and drift,
Whiting and Andrews identified three strategies to solve them:
organizational competence, proactive methods, and reactionary
methods [19]. Organizational competence is connected to
enabling teams to design high-quality architectures. Its focus
is not only to educate architects but also to make developers
organizationally competent and enable them to perform good
design practice. The strategy of organizational competence
is aligned with the focus of this paper: we investigate the

TABLE I
INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS (ALL OF WHICH ARE DEVELOPERS).

No Developer
Role

Exp.
(yrs)

Domain Company Size

P1 Fullstack 5 E-commerce A Large
P2 Fullstack 5 Logistics B Medium
P3 DevOps 2 Automotive C Large
P4 Embedded 12 Telecom D Medium
P5 Fullstack 8 Industrial E Micro
P6 Backend <1 Automotive C Large
P7 Backend 20 E-commerce F Small
P8 Fullstack <1 IoT G Medium
P9 Backend 2 Business management H Large
P10 Frontend <1 Automotive I Large
P11 Backend 5 Automotive I Large

developers’ perspective, since they are roles that might be con-
sciously or subconsciously involved with architectural drift.
The second strategy, proactive methods, is related to technical
solutions that help stakeholders design better architectures and
counteract drift in the first place. Those solutions might rely
on NLP techniques or the selection of particular architectural
styles. Reactionary techniques, on the other hand, are supposed
to minimize drift when it occurs. Code comments, static
analysis tools, or conformance checking are examples of
reactionary techniques.

Whiting and Andrews’s classification of strategies was
mainly based on a review of related work. In this paper, we aim
to complement their analysis by presenting empirical evidence
from real companies and developers.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

Given that drift is a complex phenomenon, we opted for
a mixed-methods study with exploratory research questions.
We used a mixed-methods study to get rich qualitative data
from semi-structured interviews and triangulate the data with
responses from a survey. The steps of our method are shown
in Fig. 2. In total, we performed 11 interviews with developers
and a survey that was answered by 63 developers.

Fig. 2. Overview of the research methodology

A. Selection of Interview Participants

In our selection of interview participants, we made use of
purposive sampling [20]. Our selection criteria focused on
interviewees having a minimum of six months of professional
experience as developers. We set the limit to six months to
also include junior developers with some work experience. We
made a concerted effort to include interviewees from different
backgrounds, encompassing various company sizes, domains,
and experience levels. Table I shows an overview of the 11
selected interviewees. The interviewees’ companies are active
within seven different domains including automotive, logistics,
e-commerce, and telecommunication. The participants’ work
experience ranges from six months to 20 years, with an
average of 5.5 years. Among the selected participants, 45%



identify as women, and 55% identify as men. As for the
various company sizes, 6 out of 11 developers work in a large
company, 3 out of 11 work in a medium-sized company, and 2
out of 11 work in a small or micro-sized company, according
to the European classification standard1.

B. Selection of Survey Participants

For the participant selection, we broadly searched for de-
velopers with at least six months of experience in a software
company. We selected the participants using direct contacts
from our professional network and via Facebook groups that
focus on software developers. For the direct contacts, most
of the participants came from Sweden and Italy. For the
Facebook groups, we shared the survey in groups of mixed
nationalities, and in specific groups by language, nationality,
and programming languages, to have a wider sample.

The software developers who responded to the survey have
an average work experience of 7.17 years. We represented
multiple genders, 18% of the participants identify as women,
79% identify as men, and 3% identify as non-binary. As for
the nationality of the participants, 37 are Swedish, 17 are
Italian, four are Spanish, one is Canadian, one is Swiss, one
is from UAE, one is from the UK, and one is from the
Netherlands. Regarding the size of the company where the
developers are working, 46% work in large companies, 24%
in medium-sized companies, 24% in small companies, and 6%
in micro companies, according to the European classification
standard1. The domains in which developers work the most
were automotive, as well as web and mobile applications.

C. Interviews

Before conducting the interviews, we constructed an inter-
view guide [14] where we categorized our questions according
to the research questions. At the start of the interview, we
asked participants what architectural drift is and provided them
with the same definition used in this paper to establish com-
mon ground: “Architectural drift is the phenomenon in which
a software system evolves, gradually moving from an initially
planned architecture to a different unintended architecture.”
We stressed that drift is not caused by direct violations. We
improved the interview guide by incorporating feedback from
two pilot interviews. Those adjustments included clarification
of questions and adding Likert-scale [21] statements to add
complementary data and spark discussions. The interview
guide is included in the supplementary material2.

When we reached out to the participants, we explained
the purpose of the interview and how the data would be
handled. Three participants were provided with the interview
guide before the interviews as this was requested by them.
The interviews were conducted online via video call and
took 40 minutes on average. We recorded the audio of all of
the interviews and manually transcribed them. Before starting
the recording, the participants were assured anonymity and
confidentiality.

1https://single-market-economy.ec.europa.eu/smes/sme-definition
2doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23808087

D. Survey

We created a 15-minute survey using SoSciSurvey3, en-
suring anonymity for all participants. To reduce biases and
increase the validity of the survey, we went through various
iterations. First, we carefully discussed and refined the ques-
tions internally within the research team. In a second iteration,
we consulted two external software developers to refine the
survey [15].

The survey contains exclusively questions and sentences
that we have extrapolated from the interviews, and is used
to validate the data we have collected.

The survey consists of 5 pages. On the first page, we
ask if the respondent writes code in their work and clarify
what we mean by the term drift. We provided the same
definition as the one used in the interviews. Page 2 includes
a series of questions on the challenges that we found in the
interviews. Page 3 contains questions regarding the current
practices that are used by developers for detecting, handling,
and preventing drift, as well as their opinion on who is, or
should be responsible for managing drift. Page 4 of the survey
allows the developer to rate several guidelines that could help
in the management and prevention of drift. The last page of
the survey contains demographic questions. For the creation
of the questions, we used the United Nations Guidelines for
gender-inclusive language [22]. A complete copy of the survey
is included in the supplementary material2.

E. Qualitative Analysis

For this exploratory study, we relied on qualitative data
analysis methods [23]. We used thematic analysis according to
Braun and Clark’s [24], [25] practical guide and followed the
six phases: familiarization with the data (1), coding (2), initial
theme development (3), developing, reviewing, and refining
themes (4), defining and naming themes (5), and writing (6).
Since the research questions in this study are exploratory, we
used mostly an inductive approach to analyze the data. To
verify and refine the analysis, we used a deductive approach
using a priori codes to iterate over the material. The a priori
codes were based on the interview guide and the research
questions. We used semantic coding with a focus on the
explicit content of the data and did not look for any underlying
meanings.

Thematic analysis is a flexible method that can be beneficial
when analyzing different types of interview data, such as semi-
structured or unstructured interviews. It allowed us to identify
the most important themes and sub-themes that we generated
from the data. Thematic analysis also offers transparency as
it allowed us to document the analytical process, making it
easier to evaluate the findings.

1) Inductive phase: We started by familiarizing ourselves
with the data (1). Once the 11 interviews had been recorded,
two of the authors manually transcribed them into text.
Generating initial codes created of a piece of data that was
relevant to answering the research questions (2). The coding

3https://www.soscisurvey.de



was directed by the content of the data. The two first authors
initially coded the data individually while continuously making
notes to decrease bias. Afterwards, we coded using the col-
laborative features of Atlas.ti4. We compared the codes from
the individual coding phase and discussed their meaning for
consistency. We compared the individual results and continued
to search for themes by merging the codes and grouping them.
We continued with searching for and constructing themes by
identifying codes that share common meanings and clustering
those codes together around a central idea (3). To do so we
used the collaborative platform Miro5. We reviewed the themes
by ensuring they answered the research questions (4). Based
on our research questions and the interview guide, we used
our identified themes to search for new codes, and define and
generate descriptive names for the themes (5).

2) Deductive phase: We complemented the six-phase
method with a deductive approach by coding and developing
themes that were directed by existing codes and themes. This
was done to capture excerpts that fit the already existing
codes. Although we ran through earlier steps (1-3), we focused
mainly on refining (4), defining and naming (5), and writing
(6) during this phase. In the last step, we finalized the writing
of this paper and selected quotes that supported our themes
(6). The resulting themes, theme descriptions, codes, and code
descriptions can be found in the supplementary material.

3) Example: To illustrate the coding process of the data,
we provide this quote as an example from P1 (Participant 1):

“We’re [...] trying to get documentation down be-
cause we took over a project from a previous team
and they hadn’t documented much. We’re currently
trying to get that documentation down and figure out
‘what is the architecture?’ [...] and see what changes
we can make without breaking anything.” (P1)

This was initially coded as Unreliable Documentation, In-
herit Project, and Handling Unclear Intent. The interviewee
mentioned that they took over a project and “they hadn’t
documented much” and therefore assigned the code Unreliable
Documentation and Inherit Project. The interviewee also men-
tions “Why is it here?” which we interpreted as not knowing
why certain architectural decisions were made, thus assigning
Handling Unclear Intent. These codes became part of the two
themes Navigation in Uncertainty and Incomplete Documen-
tation which were mapped to the first research question. Our
codebook is available in our supplementary material2.

IV. FINDINGS

We report the findings of our research questions below. Due
to limited space, we will only describe the underlined themes
that we found to be most relevant. The themes created during
the thematic analysis are presented in Tables II, IV, and VII
with their corresponding survey question. Demotivation and
onboarding are general issues in software engineering [26],
[27] and are not directly connected to drift, so we decided

4https://atlasti.com
5https://miro.com

not to investigate these issues further in the survey. For each
category of questions, we divided the answers into totals
(complete number of participants), Junior (Experience < 5
years), and Senior (Experience ≥ 5 years). We also added
the difference in percentage points (pp) between junior and
senior developers. Of the 63 developers who responded to
the survey, 38 are in the senior category, and 25 are in
the junior category. All analysis results can be found in the
supplementary material2.

A. Challenges (RQ1)

Our interview data revealed various challenges which are
presented in Tab. II. The survey results related to developers’
perceived challenges are shown in Tab. III.

Apart from the data shown in those tables, we also asked
the survey respondents what they considered to be the biggest
challenges. 63% answered that prioritizing architecture work
was the most challenging issue.“Incomplete or missing docu-
mentation” was selected by 47%.

Seniors and juniors have different views regarding the most
relevant challenges. Senior developers consider prioritization
and the lack of architectural knowledge as most critical. Junior
developers consider documentation as more crucial.

In the following, we describe selected challenges in further
detail.

1) Prioritization: When considering all of the different
constraints and objectives of an organization, it often ends
up being a challenge for the developers to prioritize archi-
tectural work. Business and engineering objectives do not
always align, creating a misalignment of expectations and
resulting in developers having to prioritize one over the other.
P7 (Participant 7) describes how prioritizing often results in
engineering practices, such as documentation, being neglected:

“[We ask ourselves] ‘should we document or de-
liver?’ and the focus is always on delivery. Then
you abandon the documentation. That almost always
happens.” (P7)

The fact that 63% of the survey respondents consider prior-
itization the most challenging issue indicates that companies
need to establish aligned priorities. Prioritizing architectural
consistency is important to many respondents. 68% of the
participants in the survey agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement that “keeping the code aligned with the intended
architecture is a priority for my team”.

2) Allocated resources: The developers’ work is directly
impacted by business constraints, objectives, and allocated re-
sources, leading to challenges in mitigating architectural drift.
P11 explained: “It never depends on the software developer.
It always depends on the budget and what the business has in
consideration”. This is echoed by other interviewees and P9
explained that sometimes documentation is not prioritized by
customers, partially because of the budget: “Some customers
don’t value documentation and then we don’t write documen-
tation.”

To save time by doing things quickly and delivering within
a certain time frame, developers sometimes deviate from



TABLE II
CHALLENGES NAMED IN THE INTERVIEWS WITH ASSOCIATED SURVEY QUESTION(S). UNDERLINED PRACTICES ARE EXPLAINED IN DETAIL.

Theme Description Representative Quote Survey Question
Prioritization Relates to challenges related to prioritization between

business and engineering objectives in the developer
team.

“The architecture can change over time [...] due to pressure from the
business side. It’s the eternal struggle between product and engineering:
we have to build features now, and we want to release them quickly and
[not compromise the quality of the code].” (P2)

2

Allocated
resources

Refers to challenges related to resources allocated to
developers (e.g., lack of time and budget constraints).

“There I chose to depart from the architecture [...] because it started to
become deadline critical.” (P9)

3

Inexperience Challenges related to mitigating drift due to lack of
working experience or being newly hired.

“If you are new to an undocumented project like I am, the structure is
more of a mystery than anything else.” (P1)

5

Demotivation The motivation of developers and its effect on the
architecture.

“You want motivated developers who enjoy working. If you don’t have
that, the quality won’t be so good either.” (P7)

N/A

Incomplete
documentation

Challenges related to documentation being incomplete
(e.g., it is outdated, lacks information, or does not
accurately reflect the current implementation).

“There is a lot of documentation, but it is sometimes several years old
and completely out of date. That’s been one of the big problems since I
started, that nothing [in the code] matches the documentation.” (P7)

9 & 4

Navigation in
uncertainty

Relates to challenges developers experience when
making decisions based on assumptions (e.g., because
of lack of information or knowledge).

“You learn things along the way and the implementation just doesn’t turn
out the way you intended. [...] you’ve added a few features and realize
that it doesn’t scale at all and we can’t read what we’re doing anymore.”
(P2)

6

Flawed
communication

Refers to challenges related to written and verbal
communication within and between teams in relation
to drift.

“The communication can be very challenging. [...] Drift is much easier
to discuss in a mature team where everyone is comfortable with each
other.” (P2)

7

Issues in
implemented code

Challenges that are related to the code implementation,
e.g., difficulties extending, testing, and reading the
code.

“We had to add a new feature, but could not extend the code. We had to
modify some of the code changes because the code was becoming too
complex to test and maintain.” (P11)

10

Difficulties
onboarding

Refers to challenges onboarding new team members. “Onboarding new members can be tricky if there is a drift in the
architecture. We cannot rely on the documentation so [new developers]
can’t get up to date with the current state of the art of the system.” (P4)

N/A

the intended architecture. P9 explained:“There I chose to
depart from the architecture [...] because it started to become
deadline critical”. On a question on how to manage drift, P8
mentions restricted time as a factor: “It depends on deadlines
and the people responsible”.

59% of survey participants stated that they deviate from the
intended architecture due to a lack of time. Senior developers
agree more (47%) with the statement compared to junior
developers (32%), which indicates that senior developers are
more aware of the effort-benefit tradeoff that comes with
counteracting drift.

3) Incomplete documentation: Several interviewee partici-
pants mentioned the challenge of documentation being incom-
plete. P1 described inheriting a code base and highlighted the
difficulties of working with a system without comprehensive
knowledge of its underlying design principles:

“We don’t know why the architecture looks the way
it does and we don’t always know how it works so
much of what we do is to try to be very careful to
avoid breaking it.” (P1)

Several developers mentioned inheriting projects, from an-
other group of developers, without sufficient documentation as
being especially challenging. P7 stated:

“They never documented anything either. [...] It was
a big problem that the documentation was extremely
poor.” (P7)

P2 talked about the challenge of losing relevant knowledge:
“If a person leaves, that information disappears.
[...] I specifically think about information of which
other systems our system communicates with, what
architectural decisions have we made, and why we
made them.” (P2)

When asked what they see as the biggest challenge with
drift, 60% of the junior developers selected “incomplete or
missing documentation”. Among the senior developers, it was

TABLE III
SURVEY RESPONDENTS AGREEING WITH STATEMENTS ON CHALLENGES.

Statement Total Junior Senior Difference
1. “My team shares a common understanding
of the intended architecture.”

77% 80% 76% 4pp

2. “Keeping the code aligned with the in-
tended architecture is a priority for my team.”

68% 64% 71% -7pp

3. “Sometimes, I don’t follow the intended
architecture because it would take me too
much time.”

41% 32% 47% -
15pp

4. “Having bad quality documentation in-
creases the likelihood that the implementation
deviates from the intended architecture.”

85% 88% 84% 4pp

5. “I believe that more experienced developers
mitigate architectural drift better than less
experienced developers.”

74% 78% 71% 7pp

6. “Sometimes, when writing code, I im-
provise and make assumptions on what the
architecture should look like.”

69% 60% 75% -
15pp

7. “Sometimes, it’s a problem for us that we
don’t talk about architectural decisions.”

89% 83% 92% -9pp

8. “I think it is a problem if the code deviates
from the intended architecture.”

73% 76% 71% 5pp

9. “Having outdated documentation is a big
problem for us.”

64% 72% 58% 14pp

10. “Architectural drift creates quality issues.” 66% 68% 65% 3pp

selected as the top challenge by 39%. According to our
findings, senior developers generally consider communication
as more relevant than documentation. This insight is also
reflected in the data shown in Tab. III. 88% of the developers
stated that “having bad quality documentation increases the
likelihood that the implementation deviates from the intended
architecture”. Compared to senior developers, junior devel-
opers consider outdated or incomplete documentation more
problematic.

4) Navigation in uncertainty: During the initial (re-)design
of an architecture, there is a high degree of uncertainty and a
lot of assumptions have to be made. Developers also make
assumptions in situations where they do not have accurate
architectural information available and lack an understanding
of the intentions behind architectural choices. Our participants
described that they commonly make architectural decisions
and implement the architecture based on assumptions. P2



explained this issue as follows:
“You might have an idea that ‘yes, but this pattern
will work really well’, then a few months go by
and you’ve added a few features and realize that
it doesn’t scale at all and we can’t read what we’re
doing anymore.” (P2)

P6 mentioned that new insights could change the require-
ments and that leads to “[...] a quite big drift from the
initial draft of plans”. More senior developers report that they
improvise (75%) compared to junior developers (60%).

5) Issues in implemented code: Issues in implemented code
encompass various challenges that the developers mentioned
they encounter in their work. These issues include bugs,
increased complexity, increased difficulty in testing, and dete-
riorated readability. P2 described the consequences of a drifted
implementation based on assumptions made early on:

“We sprinkled customer-specific logic everywhere
which made the code very difficult to work with in
the end. The bugs that originated from that system
became incredibly difficult to fix.” (P2)

Furthermore, P9 stated: “I would say that the challenges lie
in the difficulty of code maintenance and troubleshooting”.

6) Flawed communication: Several interviewees brought
up the difficulty in communication. Miscommunication can
lead to information not being shared. P1 stated: “I often
find that communication is the problem in many situations—it
fails.” Developing in isolation without input from others was
raised by interviewee P9: “But in my company, we work too
loosely and independently with architecture.” P2 stated:

“The communication can be very challenging. [...]
Drift is much easier to discuss in a mature team
where everyone is comfortable with each other.” (P2)

89% of the survey respondents indicated that it sometimes
is a problem for them that they don’t talk about architectural
decisions. More senior developers (92%) think that this is a
problem compared to junior developers (83%).

Summary (RQ1): We conclude that the lack of documen-
tation is a prevalent challenge, followed by other issues such
as communication. Junior developers perceive documentation
as more important than seniors, who consider communication
as critical and are more willing to improvise architectural
decisions to save time.

B. Current Practices (RQ2)

Our findings on current practices from the interviews are
presented in Tab. IV. Tab. V and VI show the survey responses
regarding the currently used practices. It can be seen that there
are differences between junior and senior developers. More
senior developers (62%) than junior developers (42%) agree
with the statement that “architectural Drift is acceptable”.
Junior developers, on the other hand, more commonly agree
with the statement that they “have sufficient practices in place
to handle architectural drift” (75%) in comparison to senior
developers (57%). These findings indicate that the level of
experience changes developers’ perceptions of drift.

According to the survey, the most used practice to detect
and prevent drift is “reviewing other people’s code” and
“sharing information with others”. Senior developers tend
more to work alone with the code to detect and prevent
drift than junior developers (42% and 32%, respectively).
Overall, 11% of the respondents report that they don’t have
a dedicated practice. Junior developers more commonly state
that they do not have any dedicated practices than senior
developers (16% and 8%, respectively). In the interviews, none
of the participants mentioned that they use dedicated tools to
counteract architectural drift.

1) Practices to detect and prevent drift: Developers con-
sider themselves to be aware of when drift occurs. As seen in
Tab. VI, when asked to agree or disagree with the statement “I
am aware when the code drifts from its intended architecture”,
87% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed. Interviewee
participant P4 commented on the matter: “[...] I would say that
I am not aware at that moment, I eventually become aware at
some other time in the future.” Different practices are used to
detect and prevent drift:

a) Code reviews: Multiple participants mentioned code
reviews as a way to both detect and prevent architectural drift.
Code reviews were especially emphasized by the interviewees
as a key practice. P2 explained how drift is detected: “I
believe that it could be either because I have implemented
something myself or when I’m reviewing a pull request.”.
Another example is:

“I rely on the manual eye and place a lot of emphasis
on code reviews because that’s where a lot [of
deviations] can be caught.” (P1)

73% of the survey participants state that they review other
people’s code to detect and prevent drift.

b) Implementing code: Developers described difficulty
implementing and extending code as a way to become aware
of drift:

“As a developer, it’s when I feel that I have to
forcefully incorporate functionality into my code.
[...] Then it’s something that the architecture no
longer supports.” (P2)

38% of the survey respondents report that they detect
or prevent drift when working with the code. More senior
developers work alone with the code to detect and prevent
drift than junior developers.

c) Discussions: Discussions have a role in preventing
drift. P8 mentioned discussions as a way to prevent drift by
ensuring awareness and commented on implemented architec-
ture diverging from the intended architecture:

“Well, I don’t know if it’s unintentional because you
always make some decision. [...] There is always a
discussion.” (P8)

Tab. VI indicates that 68% of the survey participants
reported that sharing information with others is a practice
currently used to prevent and detect drift.

2) Practices to address drift:



TABLE IV
PRACTICES NAMED IN THE INTERVIEWS WITH ASSOCIATED SURVEY QUESTION(S). UNDERLINED PRACTICES ARE EXPLAINED IN DETAIL.

Current Practice Description Representative Quote Survey Question
Practices related to detecting and preventing drift
Established way of
working

Following and relying on an established way of work-
ing to detect architectural drift (e.g., Scrum).

“As a developer, we will have some idea because we take part in the
backlog refinement and the meetings with our product owner [...] so we
definitely know that it is happening.” (P3)

1 (Tab. VI)

Code reviews Detecting and preventing drift when systematically
reviewing other people’s code.

“I rely on the manual eye and place a lot of emphasis on code reviews
because that’s where a lot [of deviations] can be caught.” (P1)

1 ( Tab. V)

Implementing code Detecting drift while working with the code (e.g.,
implementing a new feature).

“You start seeing things that don’t make sense. You see this either in
an architectural document or you see it in the code: something does not
make sense and does not correspond to what it should be.” (P4)

2 (Tab. V)

Discussions Discussions that involve collaborative conversations
among team members can serve as a preventative
practice.

“In a way, the discussions themselves are a practice. [...] I think the
discussions in a way are there to, not only promote, but also to discourage
certain drifts maybe.” (P6)

3 (Tab. V)

Dedicated time Dedicate time for maintenance and fixing technical
debt as a way to prevent drift from occurring.

“Sometimes when we’re building features, we take certain technical
shortcuts and accumulate technical debt. The first thing we do afterwards
is to actually fix the technical debt we created.” (P2)

4 (Tab. V)

Integrated into
release cycle

Preventing drift by checking the consistency between
code and architecture as part of the release cycle.

“[Documentation] was an integral part of the release cycle itself. The
documentation was good there.” (P7)

5 (Tab. V)

Practices used to address drift
Communication Relates to relying on communication and reaching out

to another person, either directly or during reoccurring
meetings (e.g., daily standups).

“Normally it is during standups and basic communication: we just talk
with each other.” (P8)

“Do you use any prac-
tices to address drift in
your team?”

Establishing practices
Lack of practices A lack of dedicated practices to detect, prevent and

address architectural drift.
“I wouldn’t say that there is a routine around it, more like conventions.”
(P7)

6 (Tab. V)

Part of the process Drift is seen as a part of the development process. “Discovering that it’s not aligning anymore, it’s something that evolves
throughout the project. I don’t think there is a single point that says
‘Wow, this is outdated’.” (P8)

3 & 4 (Tab. VI)

TABLE V
CURRENTLY USED PRACTICES - survey respondents who selected a practice.

Currently used practices Total Junior Senior Difference
1. “Reviewing other people’s code (e.g.,
through code reviews).”

73% 68% 74% -6pp

2. “Working with the code myself.” 38% 32% 42% -10pp
3. “Sharing information with others (e.g.,
in team discussions).”

68% 64% 71% -7pp

4. “Dedicating time to fix accumulated
technical debt.”

56% 57% 55% 2pp

5. “Checking consistency between code and
architecture as part of our release cycle.”

19% 16% 21% -5pp

6. “We do not have any dedicated prac-
tices.”

11% 16% 8% 8pp

TABLE VI
ACCEPTABILITY AND AWARENESS - survey respondents who

agreed/strongly agreed with a statement.

Current practices Total Junior Senior Difference
1. “We have sufficient practices in place to
handle architectural drift.”

64% 75% 57% 18pp

2. “I am aware when the code drifts from
its intended architecture.”

87% 83% 89% -6pp

3. “Architectural drift is inevitable in soft-
ware development.”

65% 61% 68% -7pp

4. “Architectural drift is acceptable.” 54% 42% 62% -20pp
5. “Architectural drift creates quality is-
sues.”

66% 68% 65% 3pp

a) Communication: More than 50% of the interviewees
address drift by relying on communication, either directly
or during reoccurring meetings (e.g., daily standups). P4 ex-
pressed: “Depending on the situation I would talk to different
people.” P1 also stressed the importance of intentions and
stated: “I speak with the developer who made that code change
[...] and ask: ‘Why did you choose to make this change?”.
Moreover, P2 stressed that the issue raised is not equal to a
resolution of the problem:

“The first thing I do is just talk to the person [...]
Maybe we’ll come up with how we want to change
things, or maybe we won’t come to a conclusion.”
(P2)

3) Establishing practices:
a) Lack of practices: 64% of the survey respondents

reported that they have sufficient practices in place to handle
drift. 11% of the survey respondents stated that they do not
have any dedicated practices to detect or prevent drift. In some
cases, our data still suggest that there is no dedicated practice
in place to detect, prevent, or address drift. For example:

“[...] It is handled by spending more time on trou-
bleshooting and reading code to understand it [...].
I don’t think there is a good procedure for us; it just
becomes a more challenging job.” (P9)

P5 stated: “I don’t know other than trying to establish
standards and communicate them”. P7 articulated: “I wouldn’t
say that there is a routine around it, more like conventions.”

b) Part of the process: Our research indicates that drift is
an integral part of the development process, and its detection is
not feasible at a particular point in time, as it emerges through
continuous discussions and communication. P6 emphasized
that drift is gradual:

“We know when drift is happening because we are
talking about what we would potentially want to do
and discussing this as a team. [...] It’s a gradual
change [...].” (P6)

Another example suggesting that developers view drift as
gradual, also expresses that drift is first discovered when the
code has become rigid:

“I think we are a part of it, it’s not like we wake up
one day and say: ‘Okay, the architecture has drifted’.
It’s more like we are a part of it because in every
sprint we have discussions.” (P11)

Tab. VI shows how 65% of the participants agree that drift
is inevitable and 54% report that drift is acceptable.

Summary (RQ2): We found that a majority of participants
consider themselves to be aware of drift. Reviewing code is



Fig. 3. Survey responses on the guidelines’ value (n=63)

one of the main practices to detect drift. More seniors than
juniors consider drift to be inevitable and acceptable.

C. Supporting Practices (RQ3)

We conceived supporting practices to mitigate drift, which
are presented in Tab. VII. Based on our findings, we proposed
9 guidelines, which are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
the respondents consider it particularly valuable to document
reasons for architectural decisions (G2) and define best prac-
tices (G7). The data concerning the difference between senior
and junior developers can be found in the supplementary
material2. Junior developers tended to consider the guidelines
more valuable compared to senior developers. They rate G3
(reserve development time to counteract drift) and G5 (add
drift-related aspects to the Definition of Done criteria) much
higher than senior developers (26 and 20 percentage points,
respectively), making these the two guidelines with the largest
difference between senior and junior developers.

Below, we describe selected themes in further detail.
1) Defined responsibility: During the interviews, multiple

participants brought up having defined responsibility as a
supporting approach. 53% of the survey respondents regarded
it very valuable or extremely valuable to define responsibilities
for handling architectural drift. At the same time, opinions
differ on who should be responsible for managing architectural
drift. The responsibility for drift is mostly viewed as a team
effort. As shown in Tab. VIII, our survey respondents stated
that the responsibility for drift should lie with the software
architects and the development team, while the product owner
always remains at the bottom of the ranking. 47% of the
senior developers thought that they should be responsible
for drift, whereas 32% of the junior developers considered
senior developers to be the ones who should be responsible
for handling architectural drift. More junior developers than
senior developers thought that the product owner should be
responsible for handling architectural drift. P9 expanded on
their view: “I think it’s not the responsibility of the individual
developer, it’s the responsibility of the solution manager”. P2
thinks it is a team responsibility:

“It’s very important that we as a team are col-
lectively responsible [for the architecture] and say:
‘This is our problem’.” (P2)

2) Set best practices: One of the challenges we found in the
interviews was that organizations do not always have estab-
lished mechanisms to detect, prevent, and manage architectural
drift. In the survey results shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that

77% of the survey respondents found it very valuable or ex-
tremely valuable to define best practices. Multiple participants
mentioned the importance of organizational support for best
practices and a need for common standards. P9 noted that they
would like to have a more standardized way of working with
architecture within their company: “I would probably say that
we should have one kind of standard on which we base our
solutions.”

While P9 suggests that those standards should be decided
by an architect, P2 instead suggests it should be decided by
the teams:

“The teams work together to raise these common
[practices] and set best practices [...]. Then, as the
company changes over time, the team’s architecture
will change over time and then it will automatically
ensure that best practices are updated over time.”
(P2)

3) Foster good collaboration: Many interviewees men-
tioned good collaboration as important to mitigate drift. This
includes building trust between different roles, continuous
communication, and regular feedback. P2 stated:

“It’s about continuously fostering a dialogue of
understanding, helping one another, and primarily
relying on each other.” (P2)

P1 stressed the importance of feedback and communication:
“Talk to each other in a team. Don’t just get code
reviews but you actually discuss the projects you’re
working on while you’re doing it.” (P1)

Establishing a community of practice to share knowledge
is considered valuable by the participants. The survey results
show that 67% rated G6 (creating a community for knowledge
sharing) as very or extremely valuable. Sharing knowledge
about the rationales behind architectural decisions was consid-
ered particularly relevant. 85% of the respondents considered
G2 (document reasons) very or extremely valuable.

4) Maintain reliable documentation: Maintaining reliable
documentation is an important supporting practice for mit-
igating drift. Capturing information about why a decision
was made and by whom is especially helpful for developers.
85% of the survey participants found G2 a valuable practice,
making it the guideline that was considered most valuable,
especially among junior developers. One developer stated:

“It would be good if we had some additional docu-
mentation on why we took certain decisions.” (P6)

Having documentation as an integrated part of the release
cycle was brought up as an example of a practice to maintain
good and complete documentation. According to our findings,
53% agree that G5 “Adding architectural concerns to the Def-
inition of Done criteria” would be very valuable or extremely
valuable.

Summary (RQ3): We conclude that especially document-
ing reasons behind architectural decisions (G2) and defining
best practices (G7) were considered valuable by the partic-
ipants. Juniors consider it more useful than seniors to add



TABLE VII
SUPPORTING PRACTICES WITH QUOTES AND RELATED GUIDELINES IN THE SURVEY. UNDERLINED PRACTICES ARE EXPLAINED IN DETAIL.

Practice Description Representative Quote Survey
Defined responsibility Refers to how clearly defined responsibilities can help

organizations to mitigate drift.
“It’s very important that we as a team are collectively responsible [for the
architecture] and say: ‘This is our problem’.” (P2)

G9

Set best practices Refers to having common best practices for developers
on an organizational level (e.g., best practices set by
developers or communicated to developers).

“I would probably say that we should have one kind of standard on which we
base our solutions. If we know that we have a few different solutions that are
similar, we should build them in a similar way so that we have different cases
that can be reused and therefore can be managed.” (P9)

G7

Increased technical com-
petency

Refers to increasing technical competency of business
stakeholders.

“I usually want the [business] stakeholder to have higher technical competence.”
(P7)

G1

Mirror communication
structure to intended
architecture

Refers to acknowledging that the organizational struc-
ture (e.g., the setup of teams and communication paths)
impacts how the architecture is implemented and can
be used deliberately by practitioners to their advantage.

“[...] you think about how we want our architecture and set up the teams
accordingly. That’s a very interesting thing that I think more companies should
follow.” (P2)

G8

Foster good
collaboration

Refers to good collaboration (e.g., trust between dif-
ferent roles, feedback, and continuous communication
and discussions) as important to mitigate drift.

“To actually talk to each other in a team. That you don’t just get code reviews
but you actually discuss the projects you’re working on while you’re doing it.
Because someone else’s opinion can be very useful.” (P1)

G6 & G4

Maintain reliable
documentation

Refers to documentation as an important practice to
mitigate drift. Capturing information about why a
decision was made and by whom is especially helpful
for developers.

“I would honestly want to have more documentation on it. [...] But anyone who
gets onboarded might not understand how we got to this point, and it would be
good if we had some added documentation on why we took certain decisions.”
(P6)

G2

TABLE VIII
RESPONSIBILITY - survey respondents’ role selections.

Statement Total Junior Senior Difference
Who is currently responsible for handling architectural drift?
1. The individual developer 38% 40% 37% 3pp
2. The development team 57% 56% 58% -2pp
3. Senior developers 33% 28% 37% -9pp
4. Product owner 3% 8% 0% 8pp
5. The software architect(s) 52% 56% 50% 6pp
Who should be responsible for handling architectural drift?
1. The individual developer 36% 40% 34% 6pp
2. The development team 70% 72% 68% 4pp
3. Senior developers 41% 32% 47% -15pp
4. Product owner 19% 24% 16% 8pp
5. The software architect(s) 71% 68% 74% -6pp

drift-related concerns to the Definition of Done criteria and to
reserve time to identify and counteract drift.

V. DISCUSSION

This study sheds light on architectural drift, challenges
connected to it, and current and potential ways to detect,
mitigate, and address it. Some of our insights confirm previous
findings. That is not surprising and not the goal of empirical
research, where we aim to provide evidence on the practices
used in industry. To the best of our knowledge, no empirical
study has been published that focuses on the developers’
perspective on architectural drift.

a) Prioritization and the role of agility: A majority of
the survey respondents (66%) stated that architectural drift
creates quality issues. Fewer junior developers than senior
developers stated that drift is acceptable. The participants
of our study consider it important to keep the code aligned
with the intended architecture. Overall, only 41% of the
survey respondents stated that they deviated from the intended
architecture due to a lack of time. To some extent, this
finding contradicts previous research where a lack of time,
resources, and knowledge are given as reasons for architectural
inconsistencies [10]. Related work suggests that using iterative
software development processes can contribute to architectural
drift [9], [18]. While we did not find that agile processes
are problematic per se, we did see issues connected to the
difficulty of prioritizing architectural work over business-
driving objectives. Instead of framing issues as being due to

a lack of time, our respondents stressed the importance of
prioritization.

b) Existence of architectural documentation: While all
participants in this study had some mechanisms to capture
the intended architecture, many organizations do not have for-
mal architectural descriptions. Descriptions can be whiteboard
pictures, documents, or models. According to our findings,
even if the description does not exist, companies tend to have
an original intention. In that case, drift may still exist and is
visible in the implementation that deviates from this intention
over time.

c) Tools for architectural drift: Despite numerous pro-
posed formal approaches and tools [9], [12], [2] to achieve
architectural consistency, we found that most practices used in
the industry are informal. While a previous study on architec-
tural consistency found that some practitioners use tools like
SonarQube [3], we did not find a company using similar tools.
Related to architectural erosion, previous research [9] suggests
that the detection of deviations is particularly challenging.

d) Awareness: Our findings also indicate that there cur-
rently is a notable risk associated with the practices that are
used to detect drift, as they heavily depend on the specific
developer’s experience and level of awareness. While previous
work suggested that developers tend not to be aware of the
architectural impact of changes in code reviews [28], the
majority (88%) of our respondents agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement “I am aware when the code drifts from its
intended architecture”. This finding indicates that it is difficult
to state how aware one is of potentially unknown things like
drift. Moreover, some developers might view drift as gradual
and a process that they are a part of.

We also found that although practitioners regard it as ben-
eficial to document reasons behind decisions, few participants
follow that practice. This might be due to the difficulty of
formulating rationales, which is why the importance of this
practice needs to be stressed.

e) Differences between junior and senior developers: We
found that the way junior and senior developers reason about
architectural drift is quite different. We found that although
developers accept the inevitability of drift, especially junior



developers appreciate practices that enable them to mitigate it.
Our proposed guidelines can aid practitioners in this regard.
Juniors tend to rate our guidelines higher than seniors.

f) Practices to deal with drift: Several practices were
suggested and are currently followed to deal with architectural
drift. It should be noted that these practices are rather general
and high-level. Given that dealing with software architecture is
very context- and system-specific, they need to be tailored to
individual organizations. We acknowledge that their reported
usefulness in this paper is based on the perceptions of our
11 interviewees and 63 survey respondents and that long-
term studies are needed to better understand how drift can be
detected, mitigated, and addressed in practice. The guidelines
rated as the most useful are documenting reasons behind
architectural decisions (G2) and defining best practices on
an organizational level (G7). These findings indicate that
practitioners see a need to establish organizational and doc-
umentation practices for drift, rather than to only focus on
technical tools and solutions [6]. Some of our guidelines
can help to support developers to become more aware of an
evolving architecture over time. The guidelines to document
rationales and to define best practices might be a first step,
so that drift can be addressed and evolution can happen in a
controlled way.

A. Threats to Validity

In the following, we discuss threats to validity [29], [30].
1) Construct validity: We strove to ensure that the construct

of architectural drift was well-defined. We achieved this by
conducting a thorough review of the literature. The interview
guide included questions regarding the participants’ own def-
inition of drift and the interviewers also provided a definition
of drift. Similarly, the survey contained a definition of drift.
We provided the definition to avoid confusion and establish a
common understanding of the concept.

2) External validity: The purpose of this mixed-methods
study is to identify a localized truth and not to search for gen-
eralizable results. The sample of participants is still a crucial
factor. To improve external validity, we included participants
working across diverse software companies and domains, and
varying levels of experience.

3) Reliability: To ensure that the study can be replicated,
we uploaded supplementary material2, such as the interview
guide. We expect that by using this material, it will be possible
for other researchers to replicate the study. We described
the decisions and steps taken during the data collection and
analysis to ensure transparency.

In qualitative studies like this one, there is a threat that the
questions in the interviews may not have been well-phrased
or we as interviewers might have unconsciously influenced
the interviewee’s answers. To mitigate this threat, we aimed
to create short and clear questions. We also ran two pilot
interviews to capture potential issues.

To minimize bias in the analysis, the first two authors
conducted the inductive phase of the thematic analysis individ-
ually. Then, they compared their codes and notes and discussed

any disagreements. The codebook with descriptions of all
themes and codes is provided in the supplementary material.
We aimed to work consistently with the codebook throughout
the analysis. In a final iteration of the coding process, the
researchers went through the data again and double-checked
that the codes were correctly and consistently applied. To
reduce the potential influence of personal beliefs on data
interpretation, we employed triangulation, by validating data
collected during the interviews with a survey [31].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our findings provide insights into how developers perceive
drift. They consider it important to prioritize architectural
consistency and talk about architectural decisions. Junior de-
velopers see a higher value in documentation, whereas senior
developers consider communication and discussions more cen-
tral. Based on our analysis of the current state, we explored
several practices that can help developers to identify and
counteract drift. Given the complexity of drift, we suggest that
practitioners consider drift from multiple perspectives, both
technical and non-technical. There exist different opinions
regarding who is and who should be responsible for handling
architectural drift, with the majority of the respondents stating
that the responsibility should lie with the development team
and software architect(s).

Our study sheds light on the many challenges and per-
ceptions that exist around architectural drift. We believe our
study can be a starting point to provide greater awareness and
useful tools to prevent and combat architectural drift, both
for software developers and architects. Developers often use
informal practices to manage drift. Our research highlights
the need for evaluating strategies, emphasizing collaboration,
clarifying responsibilities, and enhancing technical expertise
to tackle drift successfully.

Researchers can build upon these findings and identify how
the guidelines can be customized to specific contexts. Future
directions are to investigate lightweight mechanisms to help
practitioners to document reasons for architectural decisions,
share knowledge, and do code reviews with a focus on drift.

We would like to further refine our proposed guidelines and
conduct a longitudinal study on the effects of applying them
in industrial settings. One interviewee stressed that tools to
create documentation automatically would be beneficial. At the
same time, there are no established state-of-the-practice tools
that help companies to mitigate architectural drift. It would be
interesting to better understand what the reasons are and how
tools could address practitioners’ needs in the future.
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